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Bicyclist Safety Bicyclist Safety 

and Law Enforcementand Law Enforcement

in North Carolinain North Carolina

This class was developed by members of the North Carolina Active Transportation 

Alliance and the Raleigh Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Commission in 
cooperation with the Raleigh, Cary and NC State University Police Departments.
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Why receive training in bicycling Why receive training in bicycling 

issues?issues?

Photo: Mike Dayton Photo: Juliet Andes

Photo: Kristy Dactyl Photo: Kristy Dactyl

Bicycling is an important mode of travel due to its affordability, efficiency, and health 

benefits.

As bicycle travel has grown in popularity, the public has asked law enforcement to 

become more involved in bicycling issues.

This presents challenges for police, because misconceptions about safe bicycling 

practices and state law are widespread among the public.

This class was designed to provide the most accurate and relevant information 

available to NC police officers so that they can be confident when discussing 
bicycling issues with the public, and can effectively prioritize related enforcement 

and outreach activities to promote public safety.
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Key Learning ObjectivesKey Learning Objectives

�� Knowledge of the rights and duties of driversKnowledge of the rights and duties of drivers

�� Awareness of causes of common crash typesAwareness of causes of common crash types

�� Insight into how behavior affects crash risksInsight into how behavior affects crash risks

�� Understanding of how law enforcement can Understanding of how law enforcement can 

effectively promote safer bicycle traveleffectively promote safer bicycle travel

The key objectives of this presentation are 

to increase knowledge of the rights and duties of drivers of bicycles and other 

vehicles,

to spread awareness of causes of common bicycle crash types

To provide insight into how user behavior affects crash risks

and

To provide understanding of how law enforcement can effectively promote safer 

bicycle travel
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Traffic Rules

Crash

History

Best

Bicycling
Practices

To meet these learning objectives, we will examine the relationship between traffic 

rules, crashes, and best bicycling practices. Traffic rules place legal limits on user 
behavior to promote safety, efficiency and fair access to public ways. Crash data 

shows us when, where, and why user behaviors fail. Best bicycling practices 

leverage knowledge of common failures to reduce risk while operating within the 

range of legal options.
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Bicyclists are Drivers of VehiclesBicyclists are Drivers of Vehicles

�� §§ 2020--4.01(49) Vehicle. 4.01(49) Vehicle. –– ……for the purposes for the purposes 
of this Chapter of this Chapter bicycles shall be deemed bicycles shall be deemed 
vehiclesvehicles and every rider of a bicycle upon a and every rider of a bicycle upon a 
highway shall be subject to the provisions of highway shall be subject to the provisions of 
this Chapter applicable to the this Chapter applicable to the driver of a driver of a 
vehiclevehicle except those which by their nature except those which by their nature 
can have no application.can have no application.

State law defines bicycles as vehicles and assigns bicyclists the rights and duties of 

drivers of vehicles.

Bicycle travel is permitted on all roadways in North Carolina except freeways.
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Vehicles and Motor VehiclesVehicles and Motor Vehicles

�� §§ 2020--4.01(23) Motor Vehicle. 4.01(23) Motor Vehicle. –– Every vehicle Every vehicle 

which is which is selfself--propelledpropelled ……..

Image: Public domain by expired copyright

Most traffic rules apply to all vehicles

A few special restrictions apply only to motor vehicles due to the greater potential 

danger they pose to other road users.

State law is very consistent about this distinction.
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Bicycling on SidewalksBicycling on Sidewalks
�� Allowed under state lawAllowed under state law

�� Increases crash rate (vs. roadway)Increases crash rate (vs. roadway)

�� Motorists must yield to cyclists on sidewalksMotorists must yield to cyclists on sidewalks

Bicyclists are not pedestrians. Although state law does not prohibit use of non-

motorized vehicles on sidewalks, sidewalk bicycling is not recommended. Some 
municipalities have local ordinances that prohibit bicycling on sidewalks. The crash 

rate for sidewalk cycling is several times higher, per mile, than cycling in the 

roadway. Although state law requires other drivers to yield to bicyclists on sidewalks 

as they would to pedestrians, sidewalk cyclists often surprise motorists at 
intersections and are less able than pedestrians to stop quickly when conflicts arise 

at street corners and crosswalks. 
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Types of Bicyclist CrashesTypes of Bicyclist Crashes

(Nationwide)(Nationwide)

Fall

59%

Collision with Fixed 

Object

14%

Moving Motor Vehicle

11%

Other Bicyclist

9%

Animal

3%

Pedestrian

2%

Stopped Motor 

Vehicle

1%

Other

1%

Most bicycling crashes involve falls, collisions with fixed objects, and collisions with 

other bicyclists, pedestrians, and animals. Such crashes are more likely to happen 
on sidewalks than on roadways. Because bicycles have the maneuverability 

characteristics of wheeled vehicles, it is usually safer for bicyclists to operate on 

vehicle facilities according to the rules for drivers than to attempt to follow 

pedestrian rules on pedestrian facilities.
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Types of CarTypes of Car--Bike Collisions inBike Collisions in

Urban Areas of NC, 1997Urban Areas of NC, 1997--2010 2010 
Bicyclist Ride Out

25%

Motorist Drive Out

22%

Motorist Left Turn / 

Merge

8%

Motorist Right Turn / 

Merge

5%

Bicyclist Turn / Merge

7%Crossing Paths - Other 

Circumstances

7%

Motorist Overtaking 

Bicyclist

8%

Bicyclist Overtaking 

Motorist

1%

Head-On

2%

Loss of Control / Turning 

Error

4%

Parallel Paths - Other 

Circumstances

2%

Parking / Backing / Bus

1%

Other / Unknown

3%

Non-Roadway

5%

Source: Police reports 

compiled by NCDOT

The vast majority of car-bike collisions involve intersection and crossing 

movements.

Only 8% of car-bike collisions in urban areas of North Carolina involve faster motor 

vehicles overtaking slower bicycles.

In order to significantly reduce injuries and deaths to cyclists in urban areas, cycling 

safety strategies must address intersection crashes and their causes. 
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Types of CarTypes of Car--Bike Collisions inBike Collisions in

RuralRural Areas of NC, 1997Areas of NC, 1997--20102010

Bicyclist Ride Out

29%

Motorist Drive Out

2%

Motorist Left Turn / 

Merge

2%

Motorist Right Turn / 

Merge

2%

Bicyclist Turn / Merge
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Crossing Paths - 

Other Circumstances

5%

Motorist Overtaking 

Bicyclist

29%
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Head-On
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Turning Error
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Circumstances
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In rural areas, there are fewer intersections per mile of travel, and motor vehicle 

speeds are higher. Most rural roads carrying high speed traffic are narrow compared 
to urban thoroughfares. As a result, the percentage of crashes that involve motorist 

overtaking are higher in rural areas. Most overtaking type collisions in North 

Carolina occur in rural areas. 
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Basic Rules of the RoadBasic Rules of the Road

1.1. First come, first servedFirst come, first served

2.2. Drive on the right half of the roadwayDrive on the right half of the roadway

3.3. Yield before entering a more important Yield before entering a more important 

roadwayroadway

4.4. Yield before turning or moving laterallyYield before turning or moving laterally

5.5. Destination positioning at intersectionsDestination positioning at intersections

6.6. Speed positioning between intersectionsSpeed positioning between intersections

Effective traffic negotiation between drivers can be explained as six basic rules. 

Let’s examine each of these rules, the statutes that realize them, and their direct 
relationship to bicyclist safety.
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Basic Rules of the RoadBasic Rules of the Road

1.1. First come, first servedFirst come, first served

2.2. Drive on the right half of the roadwayDrive on the right half of the roadway

3.3. Yield before entering a more important Yield before entering a more important 

roadwayroadway

4.4. Yield before turning or moving laterallyYield before turning or moving laterally

5.5. Destination positioning at intersectionsDestination positioning at intersections

6.6. Speed positioning between intersectionsSpeed positioning between intersections

Rule number one: First come, First Served.
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1. First Come, First Served1. First Come, First Served

�� Faster drivers must yield to slower and Faster drivers must yield to slower and 

stopped traffic aheadstopped traffic ahead

�� Must limit speed soMust limit speed so

stopping distance < sight distancestopping distance < sight distance

Photo: Wayne Pein

Each operator on the roadway is entitled to the space they are using and a safe 

buffer around them. Faster drivers must yield to slower and stopped traffic ahead in 
order to respect their right to the roadway. This means that drivers must pay 

attention and limit their speed so that their stopping distance is less than their sight 

distance. 
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1. First Come, First Served1. First Come, First Served

§§ 2020--141.  Speed restrictions.141.  Speed restrictions.

(a) No person shall drive a vehicle on a highway or in a public(a) No person shall drive a vehicle on a highway or in a public vehicular vehicular 
area at a speed greater than is reasonable and prudent under thearea at a speed greater than is reasonable and prudent under the
conditions then existing.conditions then existing.

……

(m) The fact that the speed of a vehicle is lower than the foreg(m) The fact that the speed of a vehicle is lower than the foregoing limits oing limits 
shall not relieve the operator of a vehicle from the shall not relieve the operator of a vehicle from the duty to decrease duty to decrease 
speed as may be necessaryspeed as may be necessary to avoid colliding with any person, to avoid colliding with any person, 
vehicle or other conveyance on or entering the highway, and to avehicle or other conveyance on or entering the highway, and to avoid void 
injury to any person or property.injury to any person or property.

§§ 2020--140.  Reckless driving.140.  Reckless driving.

(b) Any person who drives any vehicle upon a highway or any publ(b) Any person who drives any vehicle upon a highway or any public ic 
vehicular area without due caution and circumspection and vehicular area without due caution and circumspection and at a speed at a speed 
or in a manner so as to endanger or be likely to endanger any or in a manner so as to endanger or be likely to endanger any 
personperson or property shall be guilty of reckless driving.or property shall be guilty of reckless driving.

NC law clearly states that drivers have a duty to slow for traffic ahead of them and 

that driving so fast as to be unable to slow in time constitutes reckless driving. 
However, it is also unlawful to suddenly enter the path of another lawfully operating 

driver so close that the driver cannot slow down in time to avoid a collision.
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Lighting Requirements for Bicyclists Lighting Requirements for Bicyclists 

at Nightat Night

�� A A white headlampwhite headlamp plus a plus a red rear lamp or red rear lamp or 

red rear reflectorred rear reflector are legally required for are legally required for 

bicycling at night [bicycling at night [§§ 2020--129.(e)]129.(e)]

Photo: Planet Bike

In order for drivers to yield to one another, they must be visible. A quarter of all car-

bike collisions involve low light conditions.

North Carolina law requires bicyclists to use a white headlamp in front as well as 

either a red lamp or red rear reflector on the back of the bike when cycling at night.  
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Bike Headlamp Required for Bike Headlamp Required for 

Visibility at IntersectionsVisibility at Intersections

Bike Headlamp

Visibility
Arc

Car headlamps do not

illuminate crossing bicyclist’s
reflectors early enough to 

prevent collisions

A headlamp is the only way drivers at intersections can reliably see when a cyclist 

approaching in darkness. The headlamps of cars about to cross paths with a cyclist 
will not illuminate the cyclist’s reflectors early enough to prevent collisions. Most 

night crashes involve cyclists operating without the legally required night equipment. 

The front reflectors that come with most new bikes do not make a bike legal for 

cycling at night, and the rear reflectors are small and easily misaligned or broken. 
Tail lamps are preferred for long distance and off-angle visibility. Outreach programs 

that include lighting set giveaways can be an effective way to increase awareness of 

the need for good visibility equipment.
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Basic Rules of the RoadBasic Rules of the Road

1.1. Yield to traffic already on the road (first Yield to traffic already on the road (first 
come first served)come first served)

2.2. Drive on the right half of the roadwayDrive on the right half of the roadway

3.3. Yield before entering a more important Yield before entering a more important 
roadwayroadway

4.4. Yield before turning or moving laterallyYield before turning or moving laterally

5.5. Destination positioning at intersectionsDestination positioning at intersections

6.6. Speed positioning between intersectionsSpeed positioning between intersections

Rule number two: Drive on the right half of the roadway.
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2. Drive on the Right Half of the 2. Drive on the Right Half of the 

RoadwayRoadway

�� Where is rightWhere is right--turning motorist looking?turning motorist looking?

�� Bicyclist wrong way in 1/3 of carBicyclist wrong way in 1/3 of car--bike crashesbike crashes

This is important not only for avoiding head-on collisions, but also avoiding 

intersection collisions. Bicyclists traveling against traffic are involved in one third of 
urban car-bike crashes.
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Basic Rules of the RoadBasic Rules of the Road

1.1. Yield to traffic already on the road (first Yield to traffic already on the road (first 
come first served)come first served)

2.2. Drive on the right half of the roadwayDrive on the right half of the roadway

3.3. Yield before entering a more important Yield before entering a more important 
roadwayroadway

4.4. Yield before turning or moving laterallyYield before turning or moving laterally

5.5. Destination positioning at intersectionsDestination positioning at intersections

6.6. Speed positioning between intersectionsSpeed positioning between intersections

Rule number three: Yield before entering a more important roadway
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3. Yield before Entering a More 3. Yield before Entering a More 

Important RoadwayImportant Roadway

�� Stopping increases the reliability of the yieldStopping increases the reliability of the yield

Yielding avoids collisions at junctions.

Stopping at the limit line increases the reliability of the yield by increasing the time 

available to notice and respond to traffic while in a location of superior vantage.

Regardless of vehicle type, drivers who roll through stop signs and red lights have 

less time to see and yield to traffic, resulting in higher crash rates.

Rolling through stop signs and red lights is especially dangerous to crosswalk users.
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Bicyclist RideBicyclist Ride--Out/Through (25%)Out/Through (25%)

X

The most common type of urban car-bike crash is the bicyclist ride-out type, where 

the motorist has priority but the bicyclist fails to yield at a stop sign, red light or 
driveway.

Most of the bicyclists in these crashes are children under 16 who have limited skill 
and experience at traffic negotiation.
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Motorist DriveMotorist Drive--Out/Through (22%)Out/Through (22%)

X

Most involve cyclists
on sidewalk

X

Then next most common car-bike crash type is the motorist drive-out type. Here the 

bicyclist has priority but the motorist fails to yield at a stop sign, red light or 
driveway. Most of these bicyclists are adults, and in most cases the bicyclist is riding 

on the sidewalk prior to the collision.

In many cities, the most common bicycle crash involves a bicyclist riding contra-flow 

on the sidewalk before being struck by driver pulling out from stop sign, red light or 

driveway.
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Side Street Sight LinesSide Street Sight Lines

Poor visibility at the roadway edge can contribute to drive-out collisions. Defensive 

bicycle drivers often ride farther from the right edge of the road to improve visibility 
at junctions. The cyclist operating farther left is seen from farther away and is less 

likely to be lost in roadside clutter. A leftward position also gives the bicyclist more 

maneuvering space should intersecting drivers fail to stop properly.
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Basic Rules of the RoadBasic Rules of the Road

1.1. Yield to traffic already on the road (first Yield to traffic already on the road (first 
come first served)come first served)

2.2. Drive on the right half of the roadwayDrive on the right half of the roadway

3.3. Yield before entering a more important Yield before entering a more important 
roadwayroadway

4.4. Yield before turning or moving laterallyYield before turning or moving laterally

5.5. Destination positioning at intersectionsDestination positioning at intersections

6.6. Speed positioning between intersectionsSpeed positioning between intersections

Rule number four: Yield before turning or moving laterally.
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Motorist Left Turn/Merge (8%)Motorist Left Turn/Merge (8%)

X

8 percent of urban car-bike crashes involve a motorist failing to yield before making 

a left turn across the bicyclist’s path. This is similar to a common crash type for 
motorcyclists.  Narrow vehicles may be less likely to be noticed, or drivers may 

misjudge arrival time
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Left Cross Sight LinesLeft Cross Sight Lines

X

Sometimes other vehicles can occlude thru bicyclists from the view of left turning 

drivers. Defensive bicyclists often operate in a more visible location away from the 
curb where they can clearly see and be seen by left turning traffic before entering 

the intersection.
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4. Yield before Turning 4. Yield before Turning 

or or Moving LaterallyMoving Laterally

�� §§ 2020--146.146. (d) (1)(d) (1) A vehicle shall be A vehicle shall be 

driven as nearly as practicable entirely driven as nearly as practicable entirely 

within a single lane and within a single lane and shall not be moved shall not be moved 

from such lane until the driver has first from such lane until the driver has first 

ascertained that such movement can be ascertained that such movement can be 

made with safety.made with safety.

Yielding before moving laterally requires looking back and waiting until the 

movement can be made safely.
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4. Yield before Turning 4. Yield before Turning 

or or Moving LaterallyMoving Laterally

�� Yielding requires lookingYielding requires looking

�� Signaling alone is not adequateSignaling alone is not adequate

Signaling does not give permission to move; it is only a form of communication. 

Bicyclists must look back for overtaking traffic and wait for a safe gap before moving 
laterally on the roadway.
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DooringDooring

Door opened

suddenly

X
X

Dooring crashes occur when a parked vehicle occupant opens a door in front of a 

bicyclist traveling alongside the parked car. The bicyclist may be startled into 
suddenly swerving left into the path of an overtaking vehicle, or the bicyclist’s 

handlebar may strike the door, throwing the bicyclist off the bike and leftward into 

the travel lane, landing on their head or back.  Because a car door may be opened 

at any time, a bicyclist riding beside parked cars may not have time to look back and 
yield before moving to safe distance.
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DooringDooring PreventionPrevention

�� Knowledgeable cyclists stay at least 5 feet Knowledgeable cyclists stay at least 5 feet 

from parked carsfrom parked cars

�� This avoids This avoids dooringdooring and sudden swervingand sudden swerving

To prevent dooring related crashes, knowledgeable cyclists stay at least 5 feet from 

parked cars

This eliminates the possibility of collision with the door and prevents the bicyclist 

from being startled into swerving left.
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Basic Rules of the RoadBasic Rules of the Road

1.1. Yield to traffic already on the road (first Yield to traffic already on the road (first 
come first served)come first served)

2.2. Drive on the right half of the roadwayDrive on the right half of the roadway

3.3. Yield before entering a more important Yield before entering a more important 
roadwayroadway

4.4. Yield before turning or moving laterallyYield before turning or moving laterally

5.5. Destination positioning at intersectionsDestination positioning at intersections

6.6. Speed positioning between intersectionsSpeed positioning between intersections

Rule number six: Destination positioning at intersections
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5. Destination Positioning at 5. Destination Positioning at 

Intersections Intersections 

[[§§ 2020--153]153]

Drivers must approach intersection in position corresponding to their destination: at 

the right edge of road before turning right, near the center of the road before turning 
left, and between these positions when traveling straight.

Separate lanes are often marked for these destinations, but without separate lanes, 
drivers of narrow vehicles must treat a wide lane as though it will perform as 

multiple lanes.
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5. Destination Positioning at 5. Destination Positioning at 

Intersections Intersections 

[[§§ 2020--153]153]

If drivers don’t use destination positioning, crossing conflicts occur.  This is a 

common error where motorists and bicyclists are operating together. 
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Motorist Right Turn/Merge (5%)Motorist Right Turn/Merge (5%)

X

A right hook collision can occur when a motorist attempts to turn right from a 

position to the left of a bicyclist. In some cases the motorist attempts to pass the 
bicyclist on the left immediately before turning; in others the bicyclist attempts to 

pass the motorist on the right.
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5. Destination Positioning at 5. Destination Positioning at 

IntersectionsIntersections

�� §§ 2020--153.153. Turning at intersections.Turning at intersections.

�� (a)(a) Right Turns. Right Turns. -- Both the approach for Both the approach for 

a right turn and a right turn shall be made a right turn and a right turn shall be made as as 

close as practicable to the rightclose as practicable to the right--hand curb or hand curb or 

edge of the roadwayedge of the roadway..

State law compels all drivers to avoid right hook collisions by merging as far right as 

practicable before turning.
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5. Destination Positioning at 5. Destination Positioning at 

IntersectionsIntersections

�� Passing on right is prohibited unless in a Passing on right is prohibited unless in a 

separate marked lane (separate marked lane (§§ 2020--150.1.150.1.))

State law also prohibits all drivers from passing on the right except when in a 

separate marked lane. These laws were designed to work together to deter right 
hook collisions. The best practice is for thru bicyclists to get in line with other thru 

traffic at intersections. This includes waiting in a queue of traffic stopped for a red 

light.
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Graphic: Keri Caffrey, Commute Orlando

�� Educate bicyclists to Educate bicyclists to 

never pass on the right never pass on the right 

side of trucks and side of trucks and 

buses at intersectionsbuses at intersections

A particularly dangerous right hook conflict occurs with large trucks and buses, 

which swing wide at intersections. A bicyclist in the driver’s blind spot on the right 
can easily be knocked down and run over by the rear wheels. Bicyclists can protect 

themselves from such conflicts by never passing on the right side of trucks and 

buses at intersections. Large vehicle operators can reduce these risks by signaling 

right turns early and by not overtaking bicyclists before turning.
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Basic Rules of the RoadBasic Rules of the Road

1.1. Yield to traffic already on the road (first Yield to traffic already on the road (first 

come first served)come first served)

2.2. Drive on the right half of the roadwayDrive on the right half of the roadway

3.3. Yield before entering a more important Yield before entering a more important 

roadwayroadway

4.4. Yield before turning or moving laterallyYield before turning or moving laterally

5.5. Destination positioning at intersectionsDestination positioning at intersections

6.6. Speed positioning between intersectionsSpeed positioning between intersections

Rule number six: Speed positioning between intersections.
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6. Speed Positioning between 6. Speed Positioning between 

IntersectionsIntersections

�� Faster traffic passes on the left Faster traffic passes on the left 

�� Slower traffic uses the rightmost lane for Slower traffic uses the rightmost lane for 
their destinationtheir destination

�� If no lanes are marked, slower drivers If no lanes are marked, slower drivers 
operate as far right as is safe and practical operate as far right as is safe and practical 
[[§§ 2020--146 (b)]146 (b)]

�� Drivers may pass only when it is clearly Drivers may pass only when it is clearly 
safe to do sosafe to do so

Faster traffic passes on the left 

Slower traffic uses the rightmost lane for their destination

If no lanes are marked, slower drivers operate as far right as is safe and practical.

Drivers may pass only when it is clearly safe to do so
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6. Speed Positioning between 6. Speed Positioning between 

IntersectionsIntersections

�� §§ 2020--146.(b)146.(b) Upon all highways any vehicle Upon all highways any vehicle 
proceeding at less than the legal maximum proceeding at less than the legal maximum 
speed limit speed limit shall be driven in the rightshall be driven in the right--hand hand 
lane then available for thru trafficlane then available for thru traffic, , oror as as 
close as practicable to the rightclose as practicable to the right--hand curb or hand curb or 
edge of the highway, except when edge of the highway, except when 
overtaking and passing another vehicle overtaking and passing another vehicle 
proceeding in the same direction or when proceeding in the same direction or when 
preparing for a left turn. preparing for a left turn. 

The slow vehicle stay right law supports the right of slower vehicle operators to use 

ordinary marked travel lanes regardless of vehicle type.
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Bicyclists May Use Full LaneBicyclists May Use Full Lane

“Bicyclists usually ride on the right side of the lane, 
but are entitled to use the full lane…. Drivers 
wishing to pass a bicyclist may do so only when 
there is abundant clearance and no oncoming 
traffic is in the opposing lane. When passing a 
bicyclist, always remember the bicyclist is 
entitled to use of the full lane.”

- North Carolina Driver's Handbook, p.95.

http://http://www.ncdot.gov/dmv/driverwww.ncdot.gov/dmv/driver//

Some states have laws limiting where within a marked lane a bicyclist may operate 

under certain conditions. North Carolina does not. 

It is at the bicyclist’s discretion where to ride within a marked travel lane. 

If a bicyclist elects to ride on the right side of the lane, another driver may legally 

pass within the bicyclist’s lane only if it can be done safely. 
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Edge HazardsEdge Hazards

�� Broken PavementBroken Pavement

�� Soft ShouldersSoft Shoulders

�� DebrisDebris

�� SeamsSeams

�� GratesGrates

A number of hazards can exist at the edge of the roadway. Bicyclists must keep 

their distance from such hazards in  order to avoid a fall or loss of control in traffic.
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Space Required for Safe PassingSpace Required for Safe Passing

�� NC: 2NC: 2’’ minimum passing distance for all vehiclesminimum passing distance for all vehicles

�� But bicyclist safety requires 3But bicyclist safety requires 3’’ minimumminimum

�� Safe passing at >3Safe passing at >3’’ requires at least 14requires at least 14’’ widthwidth

�� Motorists usually must move into next laneMotorists usually must move into next lane

Although state law requires a minimum of 2’ passing distance when passing any 

vehicle, two-wheeled vehicles require greater distance for safety. 3’ is the minimum 
safe passing distance when passing a bicyclist; more is required at higher speeds.  

This requires at least 14’ of pavement for an SUV driver to safely pass a cyclist 

riding a safe distance from the pavement edge. More space is required for a bus or 

truck. But most travel lanes are only 11-12 feet wide. This means drivers must 
usually move into the next lane to pass safely.
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Motorist OvertakingMotorist Overtaking

(8% Urban, 29% Rural)(8% Urban, 29% Rural)

X

45% occur in darkness, 
dusk or dawn

Most are overtaking too 
closely within same lane

Most involve a bicyclist 

on the right edge of a 

narrow lane

Many involve wide 
vehicles

Motorist overtaking accounts for 8% of urban car-bike collisions and 29% or rural 

car-bike collisions in North Carolina.

Almost half of these occur in darkness, dusk or dawn. Most of those bicyclists are 

not using lights. 

Most daylight overtaking crashes involve motorists attempting to pass within the 

bicyclists’ lane and passing too closely, sideswiping the cyclist

Most of the cyclists are riding at rightmost edge of pavement.

Most occur in lanes that are narrow when considering to the width of the passing 

vehicle.

Most overtaking crashes involve roads with maximum speed limits of 40 mph or 

higher

Common causes of overtaking crashes include attempting to pass a bicyclist within 

the same narrow lane, drunk driving and loss of vehicle control.
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Lane Control = Defensive CyclingLane Control = Defensive Cycling

�� Motorists often misjudge space when:Motorists often misjudge space when:

–– Lane is narrow andLane is narrow and

–– Cyclist is at right edge of laneCyclist is at right edge of lane

�� Riding near center of narrow lane reduces Riding near center of narrow lane reduces 

unsafe passing, sideswipesunsafe passing, sideswipes

Photo: Wayne Pein

Motorists often misjudge the space required to pass safely when a bicyclist is riding 

at the right edge of a narrow lane.

This can result in unsafe close passes and sideswipe collisions.

Many experienced cyclists will ride in the center of the lane when the lane is narrow 

or hazards on the right edge narrow its usable width. 

This makes it clear to approaching motorists that there isn’t room to pass in the 

same lane, causing them to slow down sooner and change lanes sooner. 

This improves safety and comfort for the cyclist and reduces sudden maneuvers by 

motorists.
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Bicyclists Cannot Be Cited for Bicyclists Cannot Be Cited for 

Impeding TrafficImpeding Traffic

�� §§ 2020--141. (h) No person shall operate a 141. (h) No person shall operate a motormotor vehicle on vehicle on 
the highway at such a slow speed as to impede the normal the highway at such a slow speed as to impede the normal 
and reasonable movement of traffic except when reduced and reasonable movement of traffic except when reduced 
speed is necessary for safe operation or in compliance speed is necessary for safe operation or in compliance 
with law; provided, this provision shall not apply to farm with law; provided, this provision shall not apply to farm 
tractors and other motor vehicles operating at reasonable tractors and other motor vehicles operating at reasonable 
speeds for the type and nature of such vehicles.speeds for the type and nature of such vehicles.

Photo: Wayne Pein

Bicyclists cannot be cited for impeding traffic. The impeding traffic law is a speed 

law. It is clearly written to only apply to vehicles that are capable of going faster. It 
exempts non-motorized vehicles entirely, and makes an explicit exception for motor 

vehicles that are slow by design.
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Riding SideRiding Side--byby--SideSide

�� State law does not prohibit bicyclists from State law does not prohibit bicyclists from 

operating sideoperating side--byby--side in a side in a single lanesingle lane

Photo: Mike Dayton

Bicyclists often ride side by side to communicate with one another, to increase 

visibility (improving safety), to discourage unsafe passing in narrow lanes and to 
make the group more compact in length (passing through traffic signals/gaps at stop 

signs).

The state vehicle code does not prohibit bicycling abreast in a single lane.
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HarassmentHarassment

�� Some motorists harass bicyclists on roadsSome motorists harass bicyclists on roads

�� Applicable laws includeApplicable laws include

§§ 1414--277.3A Stalking277.3A Stalking

§§ 1414--277.1 Communicating Threats277.1 Communicating Threats

Some motorists harass bicyclists traveling on roadways. Some forms of this 

behavior are unlawful under state laws against stalking and communicating threats.
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AssaultsAssaults

�� Intentional acts to endanger or injure are Intentional acts to endanger or injure are 

criminal assaults, not traffic violationscriminal assaults, not traffic violations

Intentional acts to endanger other road users, such as swerving toward or throwing 

objects at bicyclists, are criminal assaults, not traffic violations
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Helmet Required for Children <16Helmet Required for Children <16

�� Children under 16 are required to wear a Children under 16 are required to wear a 

bicycle helmet on all public paths and roadsbicycle helmet on all public paths and roads

Helmet must be level

to protect front of head

Most falls strike front

Bike helmets are designed

to provide protection in falls

and collisions up to 14 mph

Most child cyclist head 

injuries are from falls

Falls are more common off
road

All children under age 16 are required to wear a helmet on public roads, sidewalks, 

and paths. Bike helmets are designed for falls, and falls are more likely to occur off 
roadways. Helmets are not designed for motor vehicle impacts, although most car-

bike collisions also involve a fall. It is important that the helmet be worn level to 

protect the front of the head; most head injuries to cyclists involve the front of the 

head. 
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““Bicycle FacilitiesBicycle Facilities”” and and 

MarkingsMarkings

Bicycle-specific markings and signs can be found on many local streets. This next 

section may help resolve some confusion about them.
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Shared Lane Markings (Sharrows)Shared Lane Markings (Sharrows)

�� Remind motorists to expect cyclists in the travel Remind motorists to expect cyclists in the travel 

laneslanes

�� Have no legal meaningHave no legal meaning

Photo: City of Ithaca, NYGraphic: MUTCD

Shared lane markings, also known as sharrows, are bicycle markings in ordinary 

general purpose travel lanes. Shared lane markings are intended to remind 
motorists to expect cyclists in the travel lanes and to encourage cycling on the 

roadway rather than on sidewalks. The markings have no legal meaning; they don’t 

affect the legal right of way of motorists or cyclists, or define where on the roadway 

a cyclist is required to operate. Shared lane markings were originally invented to 
encourage cyclists to ride farther out into the travel lane then they might normally 

operate, in order to encourage them to ride outside of the reach of parked car doors.
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Signed Bike RoutesSigned Bike Routes

�� Identify pleasant routes for cycling Identify pleasant routes for cycling 

�� Have no legal meaningHave no legal meaning

�� Designation does not affect the Designation does not affect the 

legal status of cyclists on the legal status of cyclists on the 

roadwayroadway

Signed bike routes identify pleasant routes for cycling.

Signed bike routes have no legal meaning; bike route designation does not affect 

the legitimacy of cycling on one road or another, nor does it affect the rules of the 

road.
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Paved ShouldersPaved Shoulders

�� Legally optional for bicyclistsLegally optional for bicyclists

�� May feature safety hazardsMay feature safety hazards

–– Poor surface conditionsPoor surface conditions

–– ObstructionsObstructions

–– Inadequate usable widthInadequate usable width

–– Inadequate sight linesInadequate sight lines

–– Increased junction conflicts Increased junction conflicts 

Photo: Missouri DOT

Paved shoulders are legally optional for bicyclists to use. They are not legally part of 

the roadway but bicyclists often like to use them to facilitate passing on busy roads.

Many feature safety hazards that may lead cyclists to avoid using them.
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Striped Bike LanesStriped Bike Lanes

�� Legally optional for cyclistsLegally optional for cyclists

�� Similar safety hazards as paved shouldersSimilar safety hazards as paved shoulders

�� Increase hazard of rightIncrease hazard of right--hook collisionshook collisions

�� Some feature Some feature dooringdooring hazardshazards

Photo: Robert Winters

Striped bike lanes look and perform much like paved shoulders, and are also legally 

optional for cyclists to use. Bike lanes often feature similar safety hazards as paved 
shoulders. Some bike lanes feature significant dooring hazards.
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Right Hook HazardsRight Hook Hazards

Photos: John Allen

Because a bike lane provides a separate marked travel lane, it is legal for a bicyclist 

to pass on the right side of slower traffic in the adjacent lane.  But where a bike lane 
is striped curbside at a junction, this situation may encourage right hook collisions 

by encouraging right turning motorists to execute their turns from a position to the 

left of thru bicyclists. It is usually safer for thru bicyclists to merge out of the bike 

lane and in line with thru traffic when approaching an intersection where right turns 
are allowed. It is especially important to educate bicyclists to not overtake on the 

right side of large vehicles such as buses and trucks that make wide right turns at 

intersections.
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How RightHow Right--Turning Drivers Should Turning Drivers Should 

Negotiate Bike LanesNegotiate Bike Lanes

�� SignalSignal well in advance of turnwell in advance of turn

�� Avoid passing bicyclists just Avoid passing bicyclists just 

before an upcoming turn before an upcoming turn 

�� Yield and mergeYield and merge into bike lane  into bike lane  

and as far right as practicable and as far right as practicable 

when approaching turn when approaching turn ((§ 20-153(a))

Right hook crashes can be prevented when right-turning drivers follow the rule for 

destination positioning

First the driver must signal well in advance of a turn if other traffic may be affected.

The driver must not attempt to pass a bicyclist immediately before a right turn.

On approach to the right turn, a driver should yield to bicyclists and merge right into 

the bike lane. This includes blocking the bike lane when traffic conditions such as 

pedestrians require the driver to stop before turning. It is safer for the right-turning 

driver to block the bike lane and delay the bicyclist than to encourage bicyclists to 
pass on the right when a turn is imminent.
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Enforcement ActionsEnforcement Actions

Now that the relationship between bicyclist safety and the rules of the road has 

been presented, what role should law enforcement play?
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Safety Promotion StrategiesSafety Promotion Strategies

�� Develop a positive relationship with the Develop a positive relationship with the 

cycling communitycycling community

�� Encourage correctEncourage correct--direction cycling on direction cycling on 

roadways, with lights at nightroadways, with lights at night

�� Educate bicyclists and motorists about safe Educate bicyclists and motorists about safe 

and lawful cycling practicesand lawful cycling practices

�� Use warnings for most offensesUse warnings for most offenses

To effectively promote bicyclist safety, it’s helpful to develop a positive relationship 

with the cycling community by focusing on helping cyclists reach their destinations 
safely and efficiently.

Enforcement actions should focus on encouraging correct-direction cycling on 
roadways, with lights at night

Law officers can educate bicyclists and motorists about safe and lawful cycling 
practices

When possible, use verbal warnings for most infractions by bicyclists, while saving 
citations for egregious or repeat violations
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Priority Violations by MotoristsPriority Violations by Motorists

�� Failure to yield at crosswalks, sidewalksFailure to yield at crosswalks, sidewalks

�� Passing a bicyclist when unsafe or passing Passing a bicyclist when unsafe or passing 

too closelytoo closely

�� Failure to yield when turning leftFailure to yield when turning left

�� DUI & Distracted drivingDUI & Distracted driving

Photo: Ed BrownPhoto: Ed Brown

Violations by motorists that pose the greatest danger to cyclists include the 

following.

Failure to yield at crosswalks, sidewalks

Passing a bicyclist when unsafe or passing too closely

Failure to yield when turning left

DUI & Distracted driving
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Interacting with MotoristsInteracting with Motorists

�� Some motorists will object to bicyclists using Some motorists will object to bicyclists using 

the roadwaysthe roadways

�� Some motorists view bicyclists as scofflawsSome motorists view bicyclists as scofflaws

�� Do not engage in debatesDo not engage in debates

�� Assure motorists that you are paying equal Assure motorists that you are paying equal 

attention to cyclistsattention to cyclists’’ violations that pose violations that pose 

collision hazardscollision hazards

Some motorists will object to bicyclists using the roadways or having to slow or yield 

to them

Some motorists view bicyclists as scofflaws and object to unbalanced enforcement

Do not engage in debates; stick to the written law 

Assure motorists that you are paying equal attention to cyclists’ violations that pose 

collision hazards
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Priority Violations by CyclistsPriority Violations by Cyclists

1.1. Cycling against trafficCycling against traffic

2.2. Cycling at night without lightsCycling at night without lights

3.3. Failure to yield at junctions as required or Failure to yield at junctions as required or 

when entering the roadwaywhen entering the roadway

4.4. Failure to obey functional traffic signalsFailure to obey functional traffic signals

When considering enforcement actions to promote public safety, the following 

bicycling violations should receive priority.

Cycling against traffic

Cycling at night without lights

Failure to yield at junctions as required or when entering the roadway

Failure to obey functional traffic signals
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Interacting with BicyclistsInteracting with Bicyclists

�� Some cyclists will not believe that traffic Some cyclists will not believe that traffic 

laws serve their interests  laws serve their interests  

�� Do not engage in debatesDo not engage in debates

�� Assure cyclists that you are paying equal Assure cyclists that you are paying equal 

attention to motoristsattention to motorists’’ violationsviolations

Some cyclists will not believe that traffic laws serve their interests  

Do not engage in debates; stick to the written law  

Assure cyclists that you are paying equal attention to motorists’ violations that 

endanger them
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Stopping a Bicyclist Stopping a Bicyclist ––

No License Plate or LicenseNo License Plate or License

�� Advise dispatch of the location and a Advise dispatch of the location and a 

description of the bicyclistdescription of the bicyclist

�� Ask to see some form of identificationAsk to see some form of identification

�� If no ID, proceed with normal investigative If no ID, proceed with normal investigative 

techniques to elicit the bicyclisttechniques to elicit the bicyclist’’s proper s proper 

informationinformation

�� Use Tactical CommunicationUse Tactical Communication

Because bicyclists don’t have license plates and aren’t required to carry a license, 

identification can be more of a challenge. 

Advise dispatch of the location and a description of the bicyclist

Ask to see some form of identification.

If the cyclists provides no form of ID, proceed with normal investigative techniques 

to elicit the bicyclist’s proper information.
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DonDon’’t Let Your Guard Downt Let Your Guard Down

Use the same caution when conducting a bicyclist stop as you would with any other 

enforcement action.
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Writing a Citation Writing a Citation ––Vehicle TypeVehicle Type

�� When issuing a citation using eCITATION, When issuing a citation using eCITATION, 

select select ““BicycleBicycle”” on on ““Vehicle TypeVehicle Type”” screen  screen  

If you do elect to issue a bicyclist a citation, it’s important to fill out the citation form 

properly for it be valid.

When issuing a citation using eCITATION, select “Bicycle” on the “Vehicle Type”

screen
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Offense ScreenOffense Screen

�� UnUn--check check ““motormotor””

�� Leave Leave ““VehicularVehicular”” checkedchecked

On the offense screen, un-check motor and leave “vehicular” checked.
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Group RidesGroup Rides

�� Legal statusLegal status

�� Group dynamicsGroup dynamics

�� OutreachOutreach

�� Enforcement strategiesEnforcement strategies

Photo: Mike Dayton

Group rides are popular among cyclists for recreation. Many cyclists also feel safer 

in groups due to greater visibility than riding alone.

Groups can legally ride together as long as they obey all traffic laws. A group may 

not violate traffic laws to stay together, such as following others through a red traffic 
signal, unless they have a parade permit.

Some groups do better at obeying the traffic laws than others. Cyclists often feel 
peer pressure to follow what the cyclists in front of them do, in order to keep the 

group together.

A good way to address issues with cycling groups is to get to know who organizes 

the ride. Most group rides are regularly scheduled and organized by a bike club or 

bike shop. Talking to the ride leaders will spread a message to the entire group.

When taking enforcement actions related to group cycling, avoid faulting the entire 

group for the actions of individuals. Focus on specific moving violations by specific 

individuals. If a violation starts at the front of a group, focus on the lead bicyclists 

who set the example for others who followed.
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ConclusionsConclusions

�� Diverse vehicle types, same rulesDiverse vehicle types, same rules

�� Law enforcementLaw enforcement’’s roles role

�� Knowledge transferKnowledge transfer
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�� Other clip art photos from Microsoft OfficeOther clip art photos from Microsoft Office

The rules of the road allow drivers of all vehicle types to get to their destinations 

safely. Law enforcement plays an important role in promoting bicyclist safety by 
reminding the public how the traffic laws support safe cycling. Much of the motoring 

and bicycling public does not understand how the traffic laws treat bicycling or know 

what best bicycling practices are. This presentation has provided essential 

background information to assist officers in their interaction with the public on 
bicycling issues and with identification of appropriate and effective enforcement 

actions.


